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A MODERN AND
CONTEMPORARY VIBE
Titan™ Facade Panel is an exterior cladding

standing homes, town houses, schools and

system that gives a contemporary geometric

retail, including external walls in composite

finish. Titan Facade Panel offers a bold

construction, upper-storey and ground-level

industrial design where the modern panelised

extensions and internal feature walls.

look is desired.

James Hardie Cladding products to create

you choose. To add even more contrast, you can

contrast and modernity.

paint each panel a separate colour, allowing
you to design your own truly unique look.
Titan Facade Panel has a smooth surface
providing a fashionable clean look for
your home. It can be used in commercial
or residential developments such as free
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Or try combining Titan Facade Panel with other

The big, bold panels can be painted any colour

What is
Fibre Cement?
Engineered for durability, fibre cement is resistant to
fire and damage from moisture and rotting, making
it the ideal low maintenance alternative to traditional
cladding materials. Fibre Cement offers both
contemporary and flexible design options and is used
by many New Zealanders to create stunning facades.
The simple combination of wood cellulose fibre, sand,
cement and water, give the product its strength to
stand the test of time.
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Commercial
APPLICATION

The modern contemporary geometric
finish makes Titan Facade Panel
a great choice for commercial
applications. The panelised look has
been used on the facades of leisure
centres, healthcare facilities and
schools. The bold industrial design
provides a creative base for a variety
of colour schemes. It also gives a
nice contrast to the other building
materials and provides a strong,
durable cladding material.

Sheet
SIZES
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LENGTH (MM)

WIDTH (MM)

THICKNESS (MM)

2400

1190
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2700

1190

9

3000

1190
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Features
& BENEFITS

 EATHER RESISTANT
W
Engineered to stand up to
harsh conditions, including
coastal conditions

 ESISTANT TO DAMAGE
R
FROM MOISTURE
Resistant to damage from
moisture and rotting

LOW MAINTENANCE

FIRE RESISTANT
Titan Facade Panel is fire
resistant and classified as a
non-combustible material

COST EFFECTIVE
	Cost effective and
long lasting

	

EASY TO CLEAN
Fast and effective using low
pressure water and a brush
1 5 YEAR WARRANTY
15 year product warranty

EASY TO PAINT
Can be painted any colour,
even the darker shades
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Care

& MAINTENANCE

With minimal maintenance you can
keep your home looking like new.
The following are the best practices
for this product to improve its

• C lean out your gutters, downpipes
and overflow pipes as required
• C ut back vegetation and

•M
 aintaining the exterior envelope
and connections including joints,
penetrations, flashings and sealants
• The

clearances between the

longevity and performance.

landscaping which is too close
to or touching the Titan Facade

bottom edge of the Titan Facade

• Washing down your exterior every

Panel

Panel and the ground must always

6-12 months using low pressure
water and a brush, and every
3-4 months in extreme coastal
conditions (such as high winds
and sea spray)

• R e-applying exterior protective

be maintained

finishes. Always refer to the paint
manufacturer for re-coating
requirements
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For more information, warnings and warranties please see our website and review the relevant
installation and technical guides. Copyright ©2020 James Hardie New Zealand Limited 0800 808 868.
™ and ® denotes a trademark and registered mark owned by James Hardie Technology Ltd.

